Online Intellectual Property Protection
Protecting Your Online Intellectual Property

Software Analysis and Forensic Engineering (SAFE Corporation) can protect your online IP—social games,
online application software, website content—with our unique and proven system of software and
expertise. SAFE offers two types of IP screening. Pervasive IP Screening determines whether your IP
appears anywhere online. Competitive IP Screening compares your IP with that of a specific competitor.
Read further to understand how SAFE Online IP Screening works and why you need it.

Background
Intellectual property theft is an issue that all businesses must face. This excerpt from a recent article on
Intellectual property theft from a study from the Center for Education Research Information Assurance
and Security (CERIAS) at Purdue University quantifies the problem.
Purdue University’s Center for Education and Research in Information Assurance and
Security surveyed 800 companies on intellectual property theft. These 800 companies
estimated that they lost a combined $4.6 billion worth of intellectual property last
year alone, and spent approximately $600 million repairing damage from data
breaches. "Companies are grossly underestimating the loss, and value, of their
intellectual property", said Eugene Spafford, professor of computer science at Purdue
University and executive director of CERIAS. "Just like gold, diamonds or crude oil,
intellectual property is a form of currency that is traded internationally, and can have
serious economic impact if it is stolen." Intellectual property can account for as much
as 85 percent of a company's value.
According to the U.S. Commerce Department, intellectual property theft costs U.S. businesses roughly
$250 billion every year while also eliminating almost 750,000 U.S. jobs. Everyone agrees that the
problem is big and getting bigger, and for companies where their IP must be online, the problem might
seem insurmountable. But in reality, companies publishing their IP online have a unique advantage since
their competitors also publish online. Fortunately, the exposure works both ways, which means that
anyone stealing your online IP must also expose the copied or derivative work online. This changes the
game in IP protection; because of easy online access we can examine your competitor’s online offerings
for possible infringement.
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This case study shows how SAFE Corporation’s Online Intellectual Property Screening ServicesSM
provides you a proactive solution for protecting your IP. SAFE offers two types of IP Screening—
Pervasive IP Screening and Competitive IP Screening.

Challenge
There are three main challenges with developing a process to screen your online IP. The first challenge is
the diversity of content in online IP, since it is more than just the core product itself but can also include
the infrastructure to present it, including web pages, scripts, images, and more. The second challenge is
capturing the online IP for comparison. The third challenge is the actual comparison. In this case study
we use online Adobe® Flash games as an example and show how each of these challenges is overcome.

Methodology
Diverse Content
The challenge with online IP is that the content comes in many forms and is presented through a single
interface, the web browser. Dealing with the comparison of diverse online IP content requires splitting
and organizing the content. SAFE has developed tools to help with the task of deconstructing and
organizing web content. SAFE’s HTML preprocessor splits web pages into basic elements including pure
HTML, scripts, text content, comments, images, and audio and video media. The HTML preprocessor
captures the web page structure by generating pseudocode that can then be analyzed independently of
the content.
One popular vehicle for delivery of online IP is Flash. Flash is often made up of a variety of content
elements such as images, code (ActionScript), text, video, and audio. It can accept user input from
keyboard, mouse, microphone, and web cam. It is an important tool for delivery of rich Internet
applications (RIA). For these reasons no online IP screening can be complete without a solution to
analyze Flash content, which SAFE has.

Downloading Online IP
The challenge with downloading online IP is that it’s dynamic; in other words as you interact with the
content, additional content is displayed and old content disappears. SAFE uses specialized tools (and our
years of experience) to record the IP and to further dig content out of the browser cache.

Comparison
In the case of complete copying, almost any kind of comparison can work. However the more typical
case is that pieces of IP are taken and embedded within other IP. It is for these reasons that SAFE
developed our CodeSuite® forensic software to find correlation among different set of online IP. This
proven and patented technology in particular differentiates SAFE’s Online IP Screening from all other
approaches. SAFE offers two types of Online IP screening. Pervasive IP Screening determines whether
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your IP appears anywhere online and if so, where. Competitive IP Screening compares your IP with that
of a specific competitor to check for even small amounts of copying. Both approaches are described
below.

Pervasive IP Screening
The purpose of Pervasive IP Screening is to locate any unauthorized posting of content or conversely to
show that your content is not found elsewhere on the Internet. In this case study we use the social game
Millionaire City by Digital Chocolate as the source for our Pervasive IP Screening example.
For this study we have only screened the key content, the ActionScript software that controls the game.
The steps followed to generate the final screening report are:
1. Flash SWF files were downloaded to a client computer and extracted from the web browser
cache.
2. The ActionScript code that controls user interaction and display was then decompiled from the
SWF files.
3. SAFE’s CodeMatch® program was then run to extract all the program elements from the
ActionScript.
4. SAFE’s SourceDetective® program was used to search the Internet for the program elements.
5. A spreadsheet was generated and used to identify the elements found on the Internet.
6. The final step was a manual screening performed by SAFE’s trained and experienced engineers.
An excerpt from the screening report is shown below:
Identifier

Hits

Alert

Category

Links

15

Open
source

ag.php

mWaitTime

26

Android
source

NiseSakuraWidgetUp
dater.java

constructionCash

32

Hacker

inforge.net

Open
source

unmovable_cmd.c

Hacker

pwnthis.net

mExpireTime

calculateCompanyValue

34

incomeValue

138

Hacker

Hacker

3

gamehack.it

The manual screening uncovered several hacker sites where sections of the code were posted. Below is
an excerpt from one of the websites, it is translated from Italian using Google Translate. The identifiers
that were found in the search are highlighted.

M illionaire City [Fiddler2] hack W ORKS!
The hack was created by: DREW
the tutorial was made by me (in the video we wrote bloodykill, me)
It is very complete, there will probably be a second part

Help DREW:
1 Open Fiddler2.
Autoresponder 2.Andate in, click "Enable Automatic Response".
3. Upload CITY MILLIONAIRE
4. Open the file using Notepad or Pspad "Commerce Definitions" previously downloaded.
5. Find the line (the first) <Definition sku = "commerce_pizza" subtype = "food" type = "Pobres" level =
"1" shadowRows = "0" baseRows = "3" baseCols = "3" instantBuildFactor = "0.24" constructionCoins =
"60000" constructionCash = "0" exp = "2000000" constructionTime = "20" incomeValue = "zzz" incomeXP
= "0" incomeTime = "3" eventOnTime = "30" influenceRatio = "2" influenceValue = "0" movePriceCoins =
"6000" />
6. Change the value of "incomeValue" up to a maximum of 10000, and the value "incometime" 2.
7. Save the file as "CommerceDefinitions" and check that it is of type XML.
8. Move the file in the box autoresponder.
9. Clear the cache in Firefox (Ctrl + Shift + Del) and reload Millionaire city.
10. It will take a bit 'to load, but clicking on pizza at the end you will see that the gain will be increased.

WARNING: DO NOT GAIN THE UPPER 300000 COINS AS IT WILL GIVE YOU 'ERROR.
THEN YOU CAN ADJUST THE INCOME INCREASING THE VALUE IncomeValue "AND YOU CAN ALSO APPLY
THE METHOD TO OTHER BUSINESSES.

The Pervasive IP Screening report includes a full search spreadsheet on all program elements of the
scanned content, a detailed scan table including hyperlinks to actual findings, and a representative
example of at least one of the source code online postings if any are found.

Competitive Screening
Competitive IP Screening is a comparison of two specific sets of online IP to determine whether one was
copied, in full or in part, from the other. This case study looks at the results of a competitive comparison
using two social games, Millionaire City by Digital Chocolate and Happy Aquarium by CrowdStar. The
online content for both games was captured using the methodology described above, and the table
below summarizes the number of files for each content category to be analyzed.
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HTML, XML,
& CSS
content

JavaScript

PHP

SWF

Images
(png,jpg,gif)

Sound

Millionaire
City

79

35

5

161

42

8

Happy
Aquarium

16

10

0

87

31

42

SWF/ActionScript Comparison
After decompiling the SWF files for both games a comparison was done using CodeMatch on the
resulting ActionScript files, then filtering was done to eliminate matches caused by third party code,
common identifiers, common algorithms, common authors, or code generation tools. The first graph
shows a plot of how many file pairs (y-axis) had correlation scores within the ranges plotted on the xaxis. There were a total of 32 file pairs with correlation reported.

The graph of the correlation scores summary after the filtering shows that none of the file pairs had a
correlation score greater than 0.
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SWF to Images & Sound Comparison
In addition to the SWF decompiling into ActionScript files, the decompiling also produced a number of
image files and sound files that were part of each game. Included in the Competitive IP Screening is a
comparison of image files and sound files. In this comparison no matches were found and there was no
need for further investigation.

JavaScript Comparison
The graph of the correlation scores summary for the initial comparison of the JavaScript files is shown
below. There were 237 file pairs reported with a non-zero correlation.

After filtering to eliminate matches caused by third party code, common identifiers, common
algorithms, common authors, or code generation tools, there were no file pairs remaining with a nonzero correlation, so no futher investigation was required.

HTML, CSS, XML Comparison
The graph of the correlation scores for the comparison of the web files is shown below. The initial
comparison reported 2213 file pairs with correlation. After filtering these results for third party code,
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common identifiers, common algorithms, common authors, and code generation tools, there were no
file pairs remaining with any correlation and no further investigation of these files was recommended.

Summary
These case studies show how SAFE Corporation’s Online IP Screening Services use our unique forensic
software technology to analyze and screen competitive products and the Internet for unauthorized use
of your online IP. A screening report can be used as compelling evidence of copyright infringement and
can enable faster action by a court, should you decide to take legal action to stop continuing
infringement. Alternatively, a screening report can be used as part of a due diligence procedure, and can
also avoid costly and prolonged legal action if no infringement is found.
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